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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Environmental Express Features the Latest Time-Saving Lab Products at Pittcon 2017 
 

February 7, 2017, Charleston, S.C. — Join Environmental Express, Inc. in booth #2334 at Pittcon® 2017 

to experience the newest environmental laboratory equipment and consumables helping scientists 

around the globe work more efficiently. Product highlights at this year’s show include ProWeigh® filters, 

StableWeigh™ vessels, HotBlock® digestion systems and The Ultimate Cup™ metals digestion cup. 

 ProWeigh filters are a time-saving and accurate way to perform total and volatile suspended solids. 
Use of prepared filters significantly reduces hands-on preparation time in the lab.  
 

 StableWeigh vessels replace crucibles and dishes, making total dissolved solids (TDS) and total solids 
(TS) analysis faster and easier by reducing the amount of time spent preparing, weighing, cooling, 
and cleaning evaporation vessels. StableWeigh vessels are perfect for busy labs analyzing a lot of 
samples. 
 

 HotBlock digestion systems are the answer for laboratories seeking faster, cleaner, more cost-
effective methods of performing metals digestions while maintaining reliable results. HotBlock 
systems come in a variety of configurations to meet the needs of the laboratory. 

 

 The Ultimate Cup is a redesigned version of the 50-mL disposable metals digestion cup. It boasts 
many new features and retains some existing features for optimal performance. The Ultimate Cup is 
ideal for use with HotBlock® and AutoBlock® digestion systems. 

 
Environmental Express will also display many popular products from its diverse portfolio including 

sample collection bottles, disposable biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) bottles, SimpleWater™ nutrient 

buffer dilution vials, toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) equipment and filters, and 

FilterMate® and FlipMate® filtration systems. 

Environmental Express, a Cole-Parmer company, is a leading developer, manufacturer and distributor of 

environmental laboratory equipment and consumable supplies for commercial, governmental, industrial 

and academic laboratories worldwide. The company provides an entire range of laboratory products 

used in applications such as water/wastewater analysis, oil and grease analysis, metals analysis and 

hazardous waste analysis. We pride ourselves on providing innovative products, superior technical 

support, knowledgeable customer service and expedited shipping. For more information, go to 

www.envexp.com or call 1-800-343-5319. 
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